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The world’s biggest 1920s experience is back!

After two very trying years for the entertainment industry, we’re back - more immersive, and more roaring 

than ever before! 

Following in the footsteps of three sold out world tours (Mad Mansion, Spectacle Extraordinaire and 

Cabaret Noir), the world’s largest 1920s experience is finally visiting Offenbach on 18th of November 2022  - 

our first show in Germany since 2019!

We’re absolutely delighted to be visiting Capitol Theater Offenbach for our very first visit to Offenbach, 

Germany - EVER! 

Encounter marvellous performers and peculiar characters from J. Gatsby’s inner circle, enjoy a 

breathtaking 3 stage show of burlesque, live music and circus and party to modern classics with a Gatsby 

twist ‘till the sun rises.



Soirée Royale
Visiting 24 cities in 12 countries across Europe, North America and Oceania, Soirée 

Royale is set to be 0ur biggest tour yet! 

Joining us, is an amazing cast of acrobats, dancers, live musicians and much more…

● Chastity Belt (UK)

A regular on the London cabaret scene, Chastity will be whipping Gatsby’s 

guests into shape with a plethora of song, glittering costumes and the 

dirtiest jokes.

 

● Paul & Louise (UK)

Golden buzzer contestants on Slovakia’s Got Talent, Paul & Louise, are 

joining this year’s show with a high tempo and sensual roller skating act - 

get ready for some serious speed and high flying splits! 

 

● The Seifert Sisters (UK)

The Seifert Sisters are ready to take the guests on an energetic journey 

through jaw dropping, spectacular and absolutely “do not try this at home” 

acrobatic stunts on flying pole.  
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● Nataly Zubkova (Estonia)

Since 2020, Nataly has been waiting in the wings to present  her 

one-of-a-kind aerial chandelier act, curated specially for Party like Gatsby’s 

Soirée Royale tour; a beautiful display of acrobatics and high flying aerial 

dance.

● Bart Hoving (Netherlands)

Get ready to experience juggling like you’ve never seen it before, when Bart 

Hoving rejoins the PLG cast with his humorous, daring and highly 

impressive juggle and balancing skills. 

● Eliza DeLite (UK)

Voted one of UK’s top 20 burlesque performers by 21st Century Burlesque 

Magazine for 5 consecutive years, and with a brand new act made specially 

for Party like Gatsby’s stages, Eliza will be teasing the guests with vintage 

glamour and a little bit of mystery.

● The Nightunes (Germany)

Party like Gatsby’s resident band is ready to get everyone on the dance floor 

with modern hits and classics tailored to the Gatsby sound, inspired by 

Postmodern Jukebox. 
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● The Satin Dollz (UK)

Since 2017, The Satin Dollz have been doing the charleston on PLG’s stages 

across Europe and North America - an astounding variety of vintage dance 

styles, tap and some serious girl power awaits. 

● The Flying Willy (Belgium)

The Flying Willy will be greeting and entertaining guests from the moment 

they step through J. Gatsby’s doors - better watch out, or you might just find 

yourself wrapped into some 1920s scandal. 

● Kay Page (UK)

Towering high above the audience or just lounging in our giant champagne 

glass, Kay Page will be immersing guests into the Gatsby universe from the 

night’s start to finish. 

● The Swingbot (France)

Catering to all your charleston needs, The Swingbot is ready with the best 

swing classics before the stage show and electro swing to ensure the party 

doesn’t end until the sun rises. 



Inspired by the movie “The Great Gatsby”, Party like Gatsby has been touring the 

world since 2013. Since our beginning as a student party in Munich, we have 

evolved into a full-blown immersive experience, and expanded to all corners of 

the world; producing show stopping experiences everywhere from Helsinki to 

Sydney, transporting more than 100.000 guests back to 1922.  

Party like Gatsby is produced by UK based company ‘The Gatz Trading Co Ltd’.

Soirée Royale tour dates: 

09.09.22 Aalborg, DK         18.02.23 Manchester, UK      19.05.23 Montreal, CA

18.11.22 Offenbach, DE       25.02.23 Edinburgh, UK        20.05.23 London, CA

20.01.23 Gothenburg, SE   04.03.23 Luxembourg, LU    26.05.23 Winnipeg, CA

21.01.23 Stockholm, SE       10.03.23 Basel, CH                 27.05.23 Calgary, CA

27.01.23 Tampere, FI           11.03.23 Zürich, CH                01.07.23 Perth, AU

28.01.23 Helsinki, FI            17.03.23 Munich, DE              07.07.23 Sydney, AU

04.02.23 Riga, LV                 25.03.23 Berlin, DE                08.07.23 Brisbane, AU

17.02.23 London, UK           22.04.23 Copenhagen, DK 
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Contact Us

For more impressions, 
visit us on social media:

www.partylikegatsby.eu

www.fb.com/partylikegatsby.event

@partylikegatsbyevent

Contact for images & more: 
Julie Moonlee
Producer & Tour Manager

julie@gatztrading.com
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